UA Committee on Dining
Minutes 3.30.10

• In Attendance
  o Jonte Craighead ‘13
  o Adam Bockelie ‘11
  o Krishna Esteva ‘13
  o Paula Trepman ‘13
  o Amanda David ‘13
  o Ryan Rosario ‘12
  o Samuel Rodarte ’13
  o Stephen Freiberg ’13
  o Leslie Chan ‘13 Late
  o Sivakami Sambasivam ’11 Late
  Absent
  o Stephen Freiberg ’13

• Updates
  o Food Trucks (Krishna)
    ▪ Meeting with Dick Amster and Hamfinish on Friday at 10am
    ▪ Food Trucks in McDermott Court and by the Green building
  o Breakfast Report (Amanda)
    ▪ Still a work in progress
    ▪ General demand for weekend breakfast and breakdown by specific groups
    ▪ Put the extra graphs into an appendix and extra comments in an appendix instead of in the report itself (i.e., the frequency for each dorm)
    ▪ 90% confidence intervals for statistics
    ▪ Will be meeting with Institutional Research this week
  o Pritchett Survey (Ryan)
    ▪ Add instructional kitchen space to the Pritchett venue options
    ▪ Till be taking the survey to Institutional Research this week
    ▪ This will be a 1-5 how interested are you type of survey
    ▪ Change “Chinese place” to “Asian cuisine” restaurant
    ▪ How in depth would the cooking classes be? Probably cooking basic quick meals and safety for use of equipment
    ▪ Should also put in ideas for advanced cooking classes
    ▪ Clarify the question about public kitchen space for if the space would be able to be reserved—“commercial kitchen space”
    ▪ Make a mock-up survey after speaking to Institutional Research for next week
    ▪ Ask a question as to whether they would prefer to have a kitchen space or a venue? Make this division more explicit
    ▪ List one of the venue options as a kitchen you can rent out and another as a restaurant
  o Dormcon Collaboration (Jonte)
    ▪ Sent an email to the representative for every dorm
    ▪ Prioritize on who you want to include
- If there are no more respondents, will email again on Wednesday or Thursday